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( Resiliency and “Lossless Recording”

IPC® has delivered high- and low-touch trading
communications solutions to the global financial trading
community including the top investment banks, hedge
funds and investment managers in established and
emerging markets. With 100-percent focus on this sector,
nearly 40 years of expertise and an unrivaled record of
innovation, IPC provides customers with unified solutions
that support collaborative voice trading and real-time
electronic trading and market data connectivity.
The introduction of IPC’s Unigy , the unified
communications and applications platform,
allows IPC to deliver on a long-standing
customer demand to provide a voice
recording platform that works
synonymously with its trading solutions.
®

IPC’s Media Recorder (IMR) was developed to provide the
most complete, easy to manage and all-in-one voice
recording platform for Unigy front office recording as well as
PBX back office recording

( IPC Media Recorder (IMR)
The IPC Media Recorder, (IMR), delivers a next-gen IP voice
recording solution that is SIP based and designed to meet all
of the global regulatory challenges, as well as, meet the everchanging requirements of IPC’s worldwide customer base.
IMR was designed to provide the best resilience and security,
easiest administration, and several advanced applications,
as standard. IPC’s goal was to ensure that all sites,
regardless of size could benefit from the most sophisticated
product features bundled together and delivered as part of
the core platform feature, all at a price that is more
cost-effective to anything else in the market today.

IMR’s architecture allows for TCR (Total Critical Resiliency) of
both the call media and the call metadata meeting all of the
various global compliance mandates. In addition, IMR offers a
“lossless recording” option that will provide simultaneous
recordings of all calls into separate recorders providing the
most complete resiliency for mission-critical trader recordings

( Centralized Recording
The IMR architecture was designed to perfectly complement
IPC’s Unigy platform and allow customers the most
flexibility in deployment and management strategies. With
the IPC Media Recorder, customers will be able centralize
their recording based on convenience or costs. Linking all
branch sites into a single, enterprise-wide recording platform
allows for centralized user administration and call playback.
Centralized search & replay, as well as, global archive
management can be done across the entire voice recording
platform through a standard Web browser. With IMR, your
prime voice recording assets, the voice archives, can be
managed by a single resource,
anywhere across the
entire network.

( Mixed Recording
IMR was designed to capture every possible voice recording
channel in a cost-effective all-in-one solution. It supports
the highest number of recording channels per server
available in the market today. These channels can be
“mixed” to record front office IPC, as well as PBX and IP PBX
solutions, including Avaya and Cisco, all in the same
system. This mixed recording capability ensures maximum
business efficiency and assurance that all compliance
recording is managed, secure and archived to one platform.

which is a specialized feature that allows for archive
extension for any recording that may need to be kept longer
for legal or compliance investigations.

( IPC Service Advantage
IPC has long been recognized for its support strategy and its
unparalleled service delivery for trading communications
solutions to the global financial trading community in
established and emerging markets. Compliance voice
recording demands this level of dedication, support focus
and attention to detail, not only to ensure compliance, but
to offset any potential regulatory challenges that can arise
quickly and from any global market. IPC leverages the
largest global footprint of trading floor support engineers
who not only understand the sophistication of the trading
and voice recording platforms but also understand the
intricacies related to the integration of those platforms with
other customer solutions.

( Regulatory Compliance & Analytics
The IPC Media Recorder is designed to support the latest
speech analytics and ensure advanced regulatory
compliance. IMR’s architecture allows you to easily bundle in
the analytics capability either day one or later, based on
changing business or regulatory requirement needs.

( Off-the-Shelf Hardware
Like Unigy, IMR is softwarebased, built on open standards
and open architecture optimized
for its appliances and was
designed for standard off-theshelf hardware. Unlike other
solutions, customers can choose
the best server to support their
recording environment, based on cost, company hardware
standards or deployment model.

( Global Archive Management & Control
The IPC Media Recorder gives you complete control over all
of your recorded archives – for long term storage retention
all the way through to deletion. IMR includes this capability
as part of the standard package, as well as litigation hold,
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IPC will ensure that the IPC Media Recorder, IMR, meets your
evolving compliance and regulatory needs without fail.
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